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Psychiatry and psychotherapy belong to medicine and as holistic
specialties deal with diagnosis. therapy and prevent ion of psychic
troubles and illnesses . The structure and the function ing of the psyche
arc strongly telated 10 the social environment and the biotogical
processes of the organism and find themselves in a process of
continu ing development of conscious and unconsc ious phenomena.
Psychiatry and psychotherapy arc then concerned by processes on the
psychic. the social and the biological levels. Whereas psychiatry
could be characterised by the principle of linearity (cause and effect).
psychotherapy has much more:to do with circularity . Both principles
arc inseparable and therefore training must always consider both of
them.
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Lies' Ii!oocepts d'aulonomle, de benefice, de dlgnlte et de
consentement InfOf"'me, qui sont fondamentaux pour les
prescriptionS ethlques, peuvi!nl eIre e"amlnes en rapport
avec Ie part lnconsciente de Ie personnallte. dont II y a
lieu de tenlr compte lors de I'engagemenl dans un travail
psychotheraplque. lis n'ont alors plus Ie meme caraclere
absolu, ce qui est II I'orlglne d'un questlonnement ethlque
spee II Ique.

II esl neeessa ire de senslbliiser les psychlalr05 en formation
des qu'lis abordent ce type de psyc:hoth~,..aples en leur
commuhlquant los concePls e\ 105 modes d'elaboratlon speclfl
ques II I'ethlque afln de donner I'acch au debal refle"lf
qui dolt preeeder lou I engagemenlPsychotheraplque avec un
patient.
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Teaching can only be successful if the audience can understand the
lesson. It is even more successful if sorne people tal:e the given
infonna tion home and use it in their daily life. Therefore: we should
use different strategies for different "consumers" e.g. patients .
relatives, laymen. nurses, students. chemists, physicians. psychologists
and psychiatrists. In addition it is necessary 10 tailor the strategies as
individually as possible. The teacher should be able IQ meet the
cognitive and emotional needs of • given audience. Keeping this in
mind enables you to choose the teaching material which is best suited
to your next audience.
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As part of the worle of the UEMS (European Union of Medical
Specialities) an inquiry has been made as to the role of psychotherapy
training as part of training for psychiatry in Europe today. In most
countries psychotherapy is seen as an integral part of the science and
practice of psychiatry. However. length of training and content of
training especially concerning the requirement for own personal
therapeuuc experiences varies a great deal. An outline of training
practice will be given. The Board of Psychiatry of the UEMS has
agreed upon minimal requirements for training in psychiatry including
requirements for training of psychotherapy. These requ irements will
be presented .
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